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have been put on hold until the outcome of the EU referendum is known The government wants a Bill to be enacted in the next Queen's Speech to clarify the government's plans for health and social care. It will continue to provide the current services - until a
"sensible" alternative is found, Justice Secretary Michael Gove says. The Bill is a "transition" measure, he says. But Labour said the party would not agree to a "one-sided" bill that did not address the "massive and growing financial crisis in the NHS". Shadow health
secretary Andy Burnham told BBC News the government should not "carp on about this as a technical government Bill". "It's not a technical government Bill, it's about democratic reform and people have a right to have a say in whether or not the bill is going to go
ahead," he said. "I'm sure we'd all agree that whoever wins the referendum to leave the EU, the government will need to continue to look at what will happen over the next few years. "But Labour will not agree to this bill going ahead without democratic reform of the
NHS and social care." Mr Burnham said he believed a political consensus was emerging among opposition parties, unions and the wider public that the government should not go ahead with the reforms before a referendum on Britain's membership of the EU.
'Fundamental change' Analysis It is not the debate on the EU that is slowing down the NHS reform Bill. It's the worry that, in the event of Britain leaving the EU, ministers will end up footing the bill in some way for a poorer service. Ministers are keen to say they
will take no responsibility for the cost of the NHS, and are confident they can stop any EU-made "bads" from coming into play. Ministers are talking about guaranteeing services and people's care in the future, which they say is not the same as "bailing out" in the
NHS. They also say the Bill will not change the structure of the NHS, although it will be able to
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